
The Whole Wide World Awaits: 
Voyagers, Brave & True!



The Voyagers Classroom is our unique school-age program 
for kids ages five to twelve who are getting more independent by the day. 
Since there is such a wide age range with this group, most activities are child-led, which 
allows students to pick items of interest and move between activities. The Voyagers 
Classroom is typically split between Before- and After-Care during the school year 
and Summer Camp during the summer months. 

Since Voyagers spend a limited time in our 
program, it’s even more important for them to feel 
comfortable and supported. To provide a space 
where all children are engaged, having fun and 
working together, we balance flexibility with some 
structure. Voyager classrooms give time and space 
for schoolwork while still being able to have some 
fun with games, activities, and lots of outside time. 

School-age children in the Voyagers Classroom will
• do homework in a quiet area and ask for help 
 or assistance, as needed 
• participate in weekly clubs around their specific   
 interests (LEGO®, art, newspaper, etc.)  
• enjoy learning stations for STEM, sensory   
 explorations, and building challenges  
• join in organized outdoor activities (kickball,   
 soccer, tag-related games) plus reading, arts  
 and crafts

Learning Moments: engages in activities and play 
without teacher direction (alone and in groups), 
expresses needs and wants appropriately, follows 
simple classroom rules and expectations, tries 

new or different activities, shows respect and 
consideration to peers and teachers, and learns 
about citizenship and how to contribute to the 
overall classroom. 

Voyagers Families will be encouraged to know their 
child has a place where they’re supported and can 
be themselves. Students can work on engaging 
projects and activities of their choosing to have 
fun, and can use quiet time to work on homework, 
as needed.    

Voyagers Classrooms may look different, but 
there’s a common feeling parents and teachers 
get when seeing their children interacting with 
others, learning new things, and bonding over 
common interests. If volume is any indication, the 
excitement level is amazing to witness as children 
win a game, score a goal, write a front-page story, 
or complete a difficult LEGO® project successfully.   
 


